Dear

I am requesting permission to use a copy of the following article on Reserve for the next three semesters at the library at Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland Ohio.

• Class name
• Class enrollment
• Term of use: Fall yyyy, Spring yyyy, Fall yyyy.
• Supplemental to related classroom instruction
• Access: Electronic access by IP restriction only. Additional network ID/password is required, restricted to currently enrolled students.

• Article title
• Article author(s)
• Periodical title
• Year Vol. Iss. Pages

A copyright compliance statement and full citation is attached to the document at all times.

Please indicate consent if the publisher has retained copyrights, and return to me at:
Name
Address
City ST zip

Thank you for your assistance in supporting the student research needs at Case Western Reserve University.

Sincerely,

Name
Department

Permission is granted for the use described above
Name__________________________________________________
Title ____________________________
Signature (if mailed) ______________________________